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Five years of service at Safeway
Williamstown

Anthony Toniola has been employed
by Safeway Williamstown for five
years. Anthony was recently
presented with a five year service
award. Domenic Nucara the store
Manager says “In the five years that
Anthony has been working at the
store, he has found Anthony to be hard
working, honest and reliable.”
Anthony has worked extremly hard to
reach this milestone and is employed
at the store as a grocery assistant.

Anthony was very proud and
excited to receive his award and
couldn’t wait to share this
excitment with Jobs West.
When asked what is the best thing
about working at Safeway,
Anthony replied “ I really enjoy
working at Safeway Williamstown
and I really like all the people I
work with.”Anthony’s duties vary,
they include trolley collection,
assisting with the receiving of
deliveries, facing up and keeping
the store area clean and tidy.

A very proud Anthony Toniola

With a lot more hard work there
is no reason why Anthony won’t
achieve his goals.

The recipients of the award are
presented with a ‘five year service
badge’. This is usually done in the Good luck with it all
staff room, and all available staff Anthony.
attend. The presentation is
Please find enclosed the
followed by an afternoon tea
supplied by the Store.
Employer Survey.
Anthony Toniola receiving his five year
service award from Safeway Williamstown
Store Manager Domenic Nucara

Anthony is very excited about his
future at Safeway and looks
forward to achieving his next
milestone, 10 years of service.

This is your opportunity to give
Jobs West your feed back on
our service Good or Bad.

A strategy that gives a company a competitive advantage, while doing something positive for the community, must be
worth considering. An increasing number of companies are now recognising the benefits they can gain from employing
people with a disability.
Nearly 20% of Australia’s population has a disability. Hiring a person with a disability is a great way of reflecting the
diversity of your customer base and creating customer loyalty - Source: Diversity @ Work

Jobs West would like to thank the
following companies for their support:
Allan Mance - Footscray
Essendon Laundry - Essendon
Hunter Leisure - Keilor Park
Pizza Hut - City
Caulfield Grammer - Caulfield
The Victoria Hotel - Melbourne
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A room with a view
The Victoria Hotel is located in the
centre of Melbourne, right in the
heart of the city. This historic
landmark hotel combines the
grandeur of the late 1800’s and
contemporary comfort. Last year
the Hotel celebrated its 125th year
in operation.
Stewart Sendall commenced work
at the Hotel seven months ago, he
is employed as a room attendant.
Stewart says the best thing about
working at the Victoria Hotel is the
easy going environment; he gets
on well with his fellow workers and
his Manager Lorraine Oates.
Stewart especially enjoyed the
Christmas party the Hotel put on
for the staff.

Stewart hopes to increase his
responsibilities in the future by
doing relief Houseman duties.
Lorraine Oates the Housekeeping
Manager says of Stewart “He is
so friendly and likeable; he is well
respected by the rest of the team
and supervisors. Stewart always
tries hard to deliver a high
standard of work, is very good at
his job and always aims to
please.”

Stewart with his Manager Lorraine Oates.

If Stewart continues delivering a
high standard of work, there is no
reason why his future ambitions
can’t be realised. We all wish
Stewart the best of luck and keep
up the good work Stewart.

Stewart Sendall room attendant.
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